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About This Content

Ever wonder where all the orc women are? Wonder no more! This second booster pack for Orcs Must Die 2 introduces deadly
new enemies and fortresses. It’s a family reunion you won’t want to miss!

Key Features

Three exciting new levels!

Three additional Endless Mode conversions!

Two new weapons - Stone Staff and Teleportation Ring!

One new trinket – the mysterious Jar of Ghosts!

The most frightening enemy yet – the Ball and Chain – and her consort, the Hobgoblin Healer!

New “Zero Mana Use” skull award!

New Character Skin!
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Title: Orcs Must Die! 2 - Family Ties Booster Pack
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Robot Entertainment
Publisher:
Robot Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor:2GHz Dual Core

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or ATI Radeon x1950 or better with 256MB VRAM

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:9 GB HD space

Additional:Broadband Internet connection recommended for co-op play.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Polish
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orcs must die 2 - family ties booster pack

I have purchased all of :deery2: on the market. This is my calling out to the developers.
Thank you.. To be able to even finish this game you need a walktrough on it unfortonately because it's hard to understand the
puzzles and what to do at some moments. The only + is the good artwork.. Bought it only because I've played the first one for
free and enjoyed. Both games are good, worth it those few bucks.. If the last shooting game you have played was DUCK HUNT
on dendy this game is not for you!
CRIMSON METAL - is HARD! HARD AS HELL! And I like it!

Props:
- Old School level design
- Awesome Soundtrack
- Cool Enemys & Monsters
- Secret Areas
- FPS Creator Engine punishmant system - If you play badly the game will punish you with a CRASH

This game make me remember the times when to complete a game was a challenging task.. I loved this game as a kid and had
beat it several times and I remember it being a fairly buggy game but on steam it is virtually unplayable (almost entirely due to
one jumping bug) for several early levels. I really like this game but would also like to be able to actualy progress in the story.. I
very much enjoyed this game. I just lost track of time flying around and didn't realise it had been more than an hour. It reminds
me of the fun I had flying around in the birdman mode in Pilotwings 64.

There is a lot to explore on what otherwise appears to be a fairly small island, and I still feel like I missed stuff the first time
around.

I would totally recommend this to anyone looking for a relaxing game to unwind to.. Please make it support the Resolution of
1024 x 768 please? I love this game so much i just need that resolution choice. It's not often I leave bad reviews, but I'm afraid
that this app (in it's current state) really isn't nice to use. It's not true VR, its only photos with 360 view, and the rendering for the
photos is too slow, so when the camera is moving over the picture it gives me motion sickness type symptoms. The movement
with the controllers is also pretty hit and miss, I can only move every now and again, no matter how often I try.

There are positives in this app in as much as the interviews are quite interesting and the narration can be interesting too. Apart
from this, I would either wait until it's either on sale or until the bugs are ironed out.

I will happily update this review if it changes, but for now I would give it 4\/10
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A very good Napoleonic war game but it would of been nice to play as another nation at that price.

7/10 worth a buy.. Pro
+Nice story
+have 3 different ending (twist ending!)
+Unique Storytelling (Like reading a novel)
+Classic rpg
+support steam workshop

Cons
-backsound and soundtrack this game sucks
-no voice acting
-need more map :(

Conclusion 80/100. It's a shame that all you get from start\u0131ng up the game is a staring contest into a white box on the
screen. Literally nothing works albeit a ton of startup crash reports on the community pages. Unless the developers get to deal
with these issues, I recommend everyone to take this game off of their lists.. Hello i have big problem since i played this game
for years non steam, how to get that apc in mission whitch u need to clear outpost thank u. Mechanics are simple and quick to
get used to if you ever played a game with a similar engine such as Fighting is Magic (which is now called Them's Fightin'
Herds) for example. The characters are quite what you expect from an Eroge title, but if you are here for the oppai and other
bits, you will need to install a patch for the full experience.

Word of advice: do not play this in full-screen. it is heavily bugged and possibly will not get fixed, due to the fact the engine is
old. It is best to play it in windowed or borderless window.. this game was cacelled all patches etc bunked and they re released at
as zombie goats / they want another $15 for that game and given that trend i can see them canceling and re releaseing this game
over and over.. A well written VN. The artwork is very good and with good music. It is choice based and it is Yuri if that is a
problem. It is at time heartbreaking, No magic or demons just life in a all female bordingschool. I can higly recomend it. Just
have to wit for sequel :(. BEWARE: BELOW THIS WARNING IS...RANDOM MEMES AND UNIMPORTANT STUFF

I'm only reviewing this to mess with my friends and put something stupid on their home page.

The game is "ok, it could use some more characters or at least an endless game mode. Maybe difficulty settings would improve
it since it is very easy. Most people who play games like this want some sort of challenge from it... A how to play option for
people who have never tried something like this would be great as well.. It seems like a neat idea, but switching between 7
characters is actually kind of awkward.. not good at all..
not better than origial, ad add some trees in middle of roads and runways..
still trying to uninstall :(
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